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Roland Unveils n/zyme Model Expansion  
 

Innovative New Synthesizer Engine Brings Fresh Creative Power to FANTOM 
Keyboards 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Hamamatsu, Japan, January 21, 2022 — Roland announces the n/zyme Model Expansion for the 
FANTOM synthesizer series, the latest addition to the acclaimed ZEN-Core Model Expansion lineup. 
Built for hands-on sound design, n/zyme is a thoroughly modern instrument with an innovative new 
synth engine from Roland. Offering layered wavetable oscillators, phase and shape modulation, 
resonant filters, and two powerful step LFOs, n/zyme is a highly interactive music tool that brings a 
new dimension of creative power to all FANTOM owners. 
 
Wavetable-based synths are famous for their distinctive sound, but many can be hard to program. 
FANTOM’s hi-res touchscreen and physical controls change all that, making n/zyme a fun, tactile 
instrument that inspires players to take their music into uncharted sonic territory. In contrast with 
basic synthesizer waveforms, wavetable oscillators employ multiple waveforms, and it’s possible to 
jump or morph between them for everything from dramatic shifts to slowly evolving soundscapes. 
With the ability to mix two layers with 64 wavetables each and adjust their positions in real time, 
n/zyme makes it easy for creators to develop complex textures in the heat of the moment. 
 
Players can physically shape the sound of n/zyme by drawing custom waveforms right on 
FANTOM’s touchscreen, and then tweak them using a range of powerful modulation tools. It’s also 
possible to manipulate sounds with an X/Y pad on the touchscreen, complete with automation 
support and tempo-synced control over speed, intensity, and more. 
 
Two onboard Step LFOs feature 16 tempo-synced steps and 37 different shapes per step. There’s 
also a Step Kick Switch to add percussive attack for deeply rhythmic sounds and phrases. Going 
further, users can process n/zyme’s futuristic oscillators with FANTOM’s eight onboard filter types, 
including detailed models of vintage analog designs.
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With FANTOM’s massive DSP power, players can layer multiple n/zymes for ultra-deep tones with 
sophisticated movement. It’s also possible to mix n/zyme with classic Roland synthesizers, acoustic 
instruments, and vocoders to craft sounds never heard before. 
 
n/zyme is the latest in a growing lineup of Model Expansions for ZEN-Core instruments and is 
available via a Lifetime Key purchase through Roland Cloud. Support for n/zyme is included with the 
free Version 3.0 update for the FANTOM 6, FANTOM 7, and FANTOM 8 keyboards. 
 
For more information, visit Roland.com. 
 

--------- 
 
About Roland Corporation 
For 50 years, Roland’s innovative electronic musical instruments and multimedia products have fueled 
inspiration in artists and creators around the world. Embraced by hobbyists and professionals alike, the 
company’s trendsetting gear spans multiple categories, from pianos, synthesizers, guitar products, and 
electronic percussion to DJ controllers, audio/video solutions, livestreaming products, and more. As 
technology evolves, Roland continues to lead the way for gigging musicians, producers, and beatmakers, 
providing modern software-based solutions and seamless creative workflows between hardware products, 
computers, and mobile devices. For more information, visit Roland.com. 
 
Company names and product names appearing in this document are registered trademarks or trademarks of 
their respective owners. 
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